Universal Metrology Automation (UMA) Case Study

Customer: Royal Technologies
Industry: Automotive
®

Accelerate Productivity

in Quality Control

“These have been a tremendous help in identifying shorts and ﬂash. It has improved our speed as well. Some operators
would miss certain features of the part, resulting in bad parts, now we catch anything that is deviated.
To summarize it has improved: Speed, Quality, and overall performance.”
Trevor Lipsey
Launch Coordinator at Royal Technologies Corp.

3D Infotech’s Metrology Station enables Royal
Technologies to improve their quality control, speed up
the process and adapt to challenging production runs.

Challenge
Royal Technologies is more than an injection molding
company, they are a problem-solving company. Facing
unique challenges with all kind of parts and production
volumes. Traditional measurement methods are slow and
prone to errors. Being able to respond in time and with the
right quality is a must, and those two things can be
opposing forces in today’s manufacturing environments.
The main problems during injection molding are flash and
short shots, being able to find them quickly and
consistently are key to react quickly and make the
adjustments to the process.
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Solution
3D Infotech engaged with Royal Technologies to find a solution that will
enable them to inspect a wide range of parts with speed and reliability. The
solution was the UMA Station. One specific requirement was key: They
needed to scan parts in matching pairs (left and right or top and bottom) or
two at the same time. The solution involved an upside-down Universal
Robot’s UR5 and a LMI’s Gocator 3210A snapshot blue-light sensor.
Streamline software makes sure everything works as an integrated
solution from 3D scanning to inspection reporting in PolyWorks
metrology software. One challenge was the FOV of the
sensor (100x154mm), which makes larger parts to require
several scans, Streamline has a feature that allows those
scans to be placed together in the right position in 3D
space.
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Solution Delivery

THE CUSTOMER
Royal Technologies develops, designs,
manufactures, and assembles products for
industries as diverse as furniture, automotive,
firearm, appliance and consumer product markets.
Advanced molding and fabrication capabilities
such as: injection and multi-shot injection molding,
precision optics & lenses, hot plate and vibration
welding, infrared heat staking, electronic
integration, assembly, pad printing and fabric
integration.

Fully integrated solution that goes beyond the
standard 3D Infotech’s product line.
Sensor with a resolution XY of 60-90 µm
Automatic method for placing scans together to
handle parts larger than the FOV of the sensor.
System that doesn’t require external optical or laser
tracking.
Clean integration between LMI’s Gocator and
Innovmetric’s PolyWorks through our proprietary
software Streamline, made to manage the automated
scanning, inspection and reporting.

THE CHALLENGE
3D scan a wide range of parts and some of them in
matched pairs.
Metrology for these complex parts, with high
variability is difficult, time consuming and requires
a highly skilled operator.
Reduce measurement variability while increasing
speed.

THE SOLUTION
A Universal Metrology Automation® station
A solution with a very accurate sensor but not
limited by the Field-Of-View (FOV)
A series of tools that can adapt to the
ever-changing production challenges.

About 3D Infotech, Inc.

info@3dinfotech.com

7 Hubble, Irvine, CA 92618, USA

www.3dinfotech.com
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Founded in 2005, 3D Infotech, Inc. is an award winning company that develops hardware and software tools to
accelerate and simplify the quality assurance process for manufacturers in the aerospace, automotive, and
consumer product industries.

